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Prefatory Remarks
Remarks
In 1976 when I was about to finish my task as a
resource person on Buddhism at Swarthmore College
in the United States, I thought of many Thai lay devotees
who kindly lent their support, thereby facilitating my
residence there in various ways. I therefore prepared
the book Thammanoon Cheewit [“A Constitution for
Living”] (under the old title of Khumue Damnoen
Cheewit [“A Handbook for Living”]). The purpose was
to present it as a token of appreciation and also to
give it out to Thai Buddhists in general on later
occasions.
Right after that, while invited to stay at Wat
Vajiradhammapadip in New York City—to wait to
attend the first conference of Thai monks in the United
States in Denver in June 1976 (during which it was
resolved to establish an Assembly of Thai Monks in
the United States) and also to serve as an advisor to
the aforementioned monastery—I prepared a collection
of Buddhist proverbs in book form. It was meant to be
a tool for learning Buddhism and as a companion

(13)
volume of Thammanoon Cheewit. This came to be the
book entitled Amarit Potjanaa [“Immortal Words”]
(originally published by Wat Vajiradhammapadip
under the title Phra Buddhasasana Jaak Phra Traipidok
[“Buddhism from the Pali Canon”]).
Later on, when Mr. Bruce Evans, with the
support of the Buddhadhamma Foundation, finished
translating Thammanoon Cheewit into English,
Dr.

Somseen Chanawangsa came to assist in

coediting the translation. After that, when I compiled
the lessons for those leaving monkhood, at Wat
Nyanavesakavan, into “The Buddhist’s Discipline,” to
be included as the front part of Thammanoon Cheewit,
Dr. Somseen was asked to translate it into English. As
a result, Thammanoon Cheewit now has its English
counterpart in entirety, in line with the Thai version.
Now Dr. Somseen has translated into English
yet one more volume, Amarit Potjanaa [with the
English title The Nectar of Truth: A Selection of
Buddhist Aphorisms], and would like to publish the
trilingualized version (Pali–Thai–English) as a gift of
the Dhamma. This is to address the occasion of his

(14)
appointment, by royal command on September 26,
2012, as Professor of English at Chulalongkorn
University

Language

Institute,

effective

from

September 15, 2010.
It must be a felicitous coincidence that Dr.
Somseen, who previously completed his work on the
English language for Thammanoon Cheewit, has also
finished the English rendition of Amarit Potjanaa. As a
result, the two books, originally intended to be
companion volumes, are now complete with the
English versions as companion volumes as well.
In fact, he drafted the translation of Amarit
Potjanaa quite a while ago. It was, however, necessary
to consult me, the original compiler, for clarification of
certain points he was unsure about. Due to ailment
problems, I myself was responsible for the tardiness of
the process. Furthermore, when he located some
unpublished parts of Amarit Potjanaa still in
handwritten form, he came up with the idea of
translating them all for inclusion in the original volume
for the sake of completeness. Once again it was on my
account that his good intention was not fulfilled—the

(15)
complications of my ailment became, as it were, an
obstacle to his wholesome wish.
Dr. Somseen has confidence in the Dhamma.
As his work involves the English language, he has had
an earnest aspiration to render Dhamma books into
English. This enthusiastic diligence was expressed as
early as his secondary school days when he
volunteered to type an English manuscript for me. In
his capacity as a university lecturer in English, despite
a full load or overload of work, he still devoted his
time and effort to successively complete rendering
into English some of my Dhamma books of his
preference that he found worthwhile. Even in his
capacity as a full professor and after his retirement, he
is still steadfast in the wish to work for the Dhamma
and relentlessly committed to carry on the translation.
Included among his translated works is the book
entitled The Pali Canon: What a Buddhist Must Know,
which imparts a basic knowledge that would help the
user of A Constitution for Living and The Nectar of
Truth to understand and practice Buddhism more
correctly, directly, and fully.

(16)
Incidentally, Amarit Potjanaa came out at a
time when book printing was based on movable-type
setting, and the book was reprinted several times over
the years. The printings of this book were, as a result,
rather inconsistent and unorganized. As the compiler
myself, I was not certain which impression was the one
in which I had a chance to proofread to settle once
and for all on a fixed model of the book. It was,
therefore, unavoidable that there were some errors,
inaccuracies, and dubious points. Now in this present
trilingualized edition, Dr. Somseen has given his time
to this work, thoroughly checking the letters and
numerals in the text as well as the source references,
e.g. source scriptures. For this reason, it is recommended
that the digital data of this edition of Amarit Potjanaa
be used as the prototype for subsequent reprintings in
the future.
I would like to express my appreciation to
Professor Dr. Somseen Chanawangsa, Fellow of the
Royal Institute of Thailand, for his continued faith and
cultivation of the bases for success over such a long
period of time in promoting and strengthening the

(17)
study and instruction of the Dhamma as well as its
illumination, while maintaining and conserving the
prestige and privilege of academia. May the meritorious
tasks thus performed be a contributing factor to the
growth and spread of the proper view, and the
increase of the proper practice, thereby leading to the
promulgation of the Dhamma for the welfare and
happiness of the multitude for a long time to come.
Phra Brahmagunabhorn (P. A. Payutto)
February 4, 2013
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1. คน
Human Beings

  vs' s'W
All beings have their own individual minds.

1 [01.01]

*



**

(27/1837)

*

_'oW_'v [ ] _'o s'_'o@Z@W
' _'o_'v [ ] _'o@Zc&_&''c_'

The numbers in the brackets are respectively the section number and the
proverb number in that section. The number in front of the brackets is
the proverb number arranged in sequence throughout the entire volume.
**

_'oW_'v ( ) _'o_' s'_'oo' W @&c&W
!|}~@Z'&
The numbers in the parentheses are respectively the volume number and
the item number of the source text in the Royal Siamese version of the
Pali Canon.



2

#Zc'    _v
c W _v_ _q|||
Different people have different views.
It is impossible to make them all think alike.
2 [01.02]



(27/730)

s& | cW_&_c| W
#Zc' cW_c# v|| 
Just as the earth cannot be leveled,
so humans cannot all be made the same.
3 [01.03]



(27/731)

_#Y cW Y|_]
_#_& cW& Y|c
Through a certain cause one person gets praised.
Through that very same cause another gets blamed.
4 [01.04]



(27/1836)

Human Beings

3

_&s' & Y
s_&& Y
_! W WP &|c
s'vWP _&|c
The very same thing can be good for one person,
but bad for another.
Hence, nothing is either totally good or totally bad.
5 [01.05]



(27/126)

___#s  ']
__o_  s
_&o$  c&
___'YY $
When there occurs a calamity, the brave are needed.
When there emerges sensational news,
the strong-minded are required.
When there is food and drink aplenty,
the beloved are wanted.
When there arises a complicated issue,
the wise are called for.
6 [01.06]



(27/92)



4

P _&  |&
!P|  |&
 s|W  ]c |&
$j |&
It is not good for a householder, a secular, to be lazy.
It is not good for a monk not to be self-restrained.
It is not good for a sovereign to act without forethought.
It is not good for a wise man to be given to anger.
7 [01.07]



(27/2175)

 _o &oY
&@ c!s's\ &o
Yc&|' |_'' &o
Y ]_&P |'W & &
For a householder to be diligent is virtue number one.
For him to share his wealth is virtue number two.
For him not to become haughty, having achieved his goal,
is virtue number three.
For him not to despair, having lost his benefit,
completes the fourfold virtue.
8 [01.08]



(27/1175)

Human Beings

5

oY |"s'|!Y _
Firstly, a man should not be infatuated
with his acquired glory.
o Y&_# YsP& |!YW _&
Secondly, he should not be disheartened
even when there occurs a potentially fatal incident.
o !Y!c c'_|
Thirdly, he should try to keep on doing his duties.
o& !YW&P_&
Fourthly, he should guard himself against vulnerabilities.
9 [01.09]



(28/226)

c&& $
# !c# |
One who is endowed with all good qualities is hard to find.
10 [01.10]



(27/300)



6

 |' W] |'
Small streams flow noisily; vast bodies of water flow calmly.
W!  W_v _&
What is lacking is loud; what is full is silent.
!'_& Y_&
$_c&_v
A fool is like a half-full waterpot;
a wise man is like a full body of water.
11 [01.11]



(25/389)

W_&   _!&
Y &P&| v|& |
P&o_!&!   
_!&_&_
A person who is lazy, lacking in effort, is not any good,
even if he lives to be 100.
Nobler indeed is the life of one who is strenuous,
serious and steadfast, even if it lasts only one day.
12 [01.12]



(25/18)

Human Beings

7

WWPc! ! !j&Pc#_
_'_' P & |
P# 'c&s' Y
s_!& _&_
What worth is it for a man
who regularly spends in the thousands
performing worships month after month
throughout a hundred years?
Nobler indeed is homage paid even for a moment
to one person who has cultivated himself.
13 [01.13]



(25/18)

W  _q _'_!P_ v|
No one is ignoble on account of his birth.
W  _q __!P_ v|
No one is noble on account of his birth.
 _' v_!c ! 
One is ignoble on account of his action or conduct.
 _ v_!c ! 
One is noble on account of his action or conduct.
14 [01.14]



(13/707)



8

##Z|&WP#PW P##|P@
A gathering with no virtuous persons is not called a council.
15 [01.15]



(15/725)

##Z |"_!|
The virtuous do not prattle
with a craving for sensual pleasures.
16 [01.16]



(25/27)

W|! _qj |WP##Z
Those who do not speak righteously
are not virtuous people.
17 [01.17]



(15/725)

$ |#o c#oc
v|soY '
Whether brimmed with happiness
or plagued with misery,
the wise show no elation or depression.
18 [01.18]



(25/16)

Human Beings

9

W#Z Ys_q_v
&\]] v_qW]
s Y W] v_qW]|
Among humans, a person with wisdom,
though still a child, is counted an elder,
but a fool, despite his large physique, is no elder.
19 [01.19]



(27/254)

 P_qW] _!&_!& v|
Yo_o  v_&s_'
One is not an elder just because he is gray-headed.
Though ripe in age, he is called old in vain.
20 [01.20]



(25/29)

W&  &j & &]] &c
 s'_qP]''c|s'
_&|_qW]
One endowed with honesty, righteouseness,
harmlessness, restraint, and self-mastery
is indeed a wise man, having purged himself of impurity
he can be called an elder.
21 [01.21]



(25/29)



10

WP! _qP&_'
WP_'cP~
WP_!v]W '
WP
WP
WP_N# c
WPc
c& cW #cj| W_ |
Neither going naked,
nor forming his hair into a mat,
nor practicing austerity by sleeping in filth,
nor fasting,
nor lying on the ground,
nor smearing himself with dust,
nor sitting in a particular posture
can purify a mortal
as long as he has not dispelled all his doubts.
22 [01.22]



(25/20)

Human Beings

11

W Y s W@$
s! P
_q NOss
_q! j_
_''_&_&cs'
s' _&_q!$
_q$ _q!@Z# v|c
Even though well adorned and wearing clothes
if he is calm, steadfast in self-control,
conducting himself in the holy life,
having forsaken violence towards all beings
he might just as well be called a holy man,
a recluse, or a monk.
23 [01.23]



(25/20)



12

W_q!' _q!' v_q$|
W_q!' s ]_q$
s' _&_q!'sc
A fool who realizes his own foolishness
can still be counted wise to some extent,
but a fool who thinks himself wise
is called an absolute fool.
24 [01.24]



(25/15)

$&s s$_'_|v|&
It is certainly good to be wise,
but not so to be overly wise.
25 [01.25]



(25/98)

##Z _q$Wc#v|
&&\]]_vW$ v_q$
A man is not wise in all circumstances;
a woman is also wise who has a penetrative knowledge
of the particular matter in question.
26 [01.26]



(25/1141)

Human Beings

13

##Z _q$Wc#v|
& || v_q$
A man is not wise in all circumstances;
a woman is also wise who has a quick mind.
27 [01.27]



(27/1142)

c\]] |"s'
! s|_ #$ s
sWcc&_&_&cs' 
A man with low wisdom, having acquired glory,
conducts himself only in things
that are not beneficial to himself,
but behaves in ways that harm both himself and others.
28 [01.28]



(27/122)

o#'o !'  cZo 
The strength of fools lies in finding fault with others.
o#'o$ |!
The strength of wise men lies in reflective contemplation.
29 [01.29]



(23/117)



14

 _ov c
One who keeps silent they blame.
! _ovc
One who speaks much they blame.
ss !!$ _ovc
Even one who speaks in moderation they also blame.
|c |&W'
There is no one in this world who is not blamed.
30 [01.30]



(25/27)

c&c_&
|_]_&
|_ &s' |&| YWo$& v|&
Never was there, never will there be,
nor even is there now,
one who is either totally blamed or totally praised.
31 [01.31]



(25/27)

Human Beings

15

sW ]P! $c #
s''_] '
 W _'  _&_o|
But who can blame one who,
after being under scrutiny day in and day out,
is praised by the wise?
32 [01.32]



(25/27)

]P & !'_]
It is better to be blamed by the wise
than praised by the unwise.
33 [01.33]



(26/382)

| v_o sov| v&@_
Being too soft breeds contempt.
Being too harsh brings trouble.
34 [01.34]



(27/1703)

!Y! W!_!&
One should conduct oneself in moderation.
35 [01.35]



(27/1703)

2.

ฝึกตน––รับผิดชอบตน

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

&'Y_&W _q |c&!Y
Live with a refuge; do not live without one.
36 [02.01]



(24/17)

s'_qc&!Yo
Oneself is indeed onets own refuge.
37 [02.02]



(25/22)

&c&NO&s's' |c&!Yc&|
It is with oneself well tamed
that one acquires a refuge hard to acquire.
38 [02.03]



(25/22)

_qc& &s'NO|
Self-mastery is known to be difficult indeed.
39 [02.04]



(25/22)

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

17

$NO
The wise tame themselves.
40 [02.05]



(25/16)

c&NO&s' _q_ #_o 
The well-tamed self is a mants splendor.
41 [02.06]



(15/665)

_ |&
No affection equals self-affection.
42 [02.07]



(15/29)

s' _qc&
One is indeed most dearly loved by oneself.
43 [02.08]



(23/61)

_qc&
v| _|!! P
If knowing that one holds oneself dear,
one should not get involved in evil.
44 [02.09]



(15/336)

c%LKqRXK

18

Z|W&
One should guard oneself well.
45 [02.10]

(25/22)



c_s'
Yc@'
One harms oneself first,
and harms someone else later.
46 [02.11]



(22/325)

WZ|
@ov_q|Z
As a man guards himself,
so too his exterior is guarded.
47 [02.12]



(22/325)

 $| o#  &o_&
!YZ|W|c#_
Therefore, a wise man should not eradicate his own virtue.
He should guard himself at all times.
48 [02.13]



(22/325)

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

19

cP v_"_
With evil done by oneself, one is defiled.
|cP v#cj_
With no evil done by oneself, one is purified.
49 [02.14]

(25/22)



#cj |#cj _qo_!
Purity and impurity are peculiar to oneself.
c  W#cj||
One person cannot purify another.
50 [02.15]

(25/22)



Pc&'|&W'
There is no so-called secret place in the world.
51 [02.16]



(20/479)

s ##Z! _cv c_
Look, man! Whether it is true or false,
you yourself are well aware.
52 [02.17]



(20/479)

c%LKqRXK

20

|&s'|_qPs c|
W&s'_qP
 s'c|
Easy to do are deeds that are bad
and unbeneficial to oneself,
but most difficult to do indeed are deeds
that are good and beneficial.
53 [02.18]



(25/22)

c_! cvc&| | Y __&
Sir, you are capable of doing good.
Why do you look down upon yourself?
54 [02.19]



(20/479)

! &o_P &o_
s''''_'__&
& ||c&Pc&
Ever obsessed with the idea this is what I like;
this is what I love, and then neglecting himself,
such a person will never find
what he likes or what he loves.
55 [02.20]



(28/375)

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

21

_&s' ]  ]_q|
Oneself is more important,
indeed far more important than anything else.
_&|W&s' |v |c&
With oneself well-prepared,
one will later obtain what one loves.
56 [02.21]



(28/375)

PPW's!| PP|&
Any win that will turn into a loss is not a good win.
PPW|'s! PPs'_qPPc&&
Any win that will not turn into a loss is a good win.
57 [02.22]



(27/70)

P&s' &
It is better to conquer oneself than anything else.
58 [02.23]



(25/18)

c%LKqRXK

22

YW P_'P |! !  W 
vP_qP_&|
WP _&|
s' PP_&W 
Even if a man may be victorious a thousand times
over a thousand men in battle,
he is not called the best victor.
He is indeed called the supreme conqueror at war
if he conquers just one manhimself.
59 [02.24]



(25/18)

__
By oneself one must admonish oneself.
60 [02.25]



(25/35)

! $ ( ) _
By oneself one must scrutinize oneself.
61 [02.26]



(25/35)

|oW co
One must not do what one can blame oneself for.
62 [02.27]



(25/409)

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

23

!W v c
One should do what one constantly teaches others to do.
63 [02.28]



(25/22)

cZ  _v
It is easy to see otherst faults.
scZ _v
But it is hard to see onets own.
64 [02.29]



(25/28)

cZ _c&  _s'
One spreads otherst faults as if winnowing chaff,
scZ}| _!_ _'sN|*
but hides onets own like a crafty fowler
hiding behind branches.
65 [02.30]

*



(25/28)

s'&Y ... scZ}| __'
'
Another rendition reads: ... but hides onets own like a crafty gambler
hiding a bad throw.

c%LKqRXK

24

c&s' WW & 
 Y ! $| &o
A man should first establish himself in proper goodness,
and only then should he admonish others.
A wise man should not be tarnished.
66 [02.31]

(25/22)



| '
One should not forget who one is.
67 [02.32]



(27/2369)

|!Y "P&!
One should not rely on others for onets living.
68 [02.33]



(25/134)

!  _sPo
Those impure people think only of their own benefits.
69 [02.34]



(25/296)

Self-Training and Self-Responsibility

25

| WW s'o
| sj#c&_ocs'|c
One should neither pay attention to otherst harsh words
nor look for what they have done and not yet done.
W  c&o&s'
cc&cs's'|c
One should scrutinize onets own duties,
both done and not yet done.
70 [02.35]



(25/14)

cP_! Y 
v| W_q_#c'P
c&_q #o
Doing benefits for someone else, albeit many,
should not come at the expense of onets own.
Pc&oWsPs'
!YoosW #o
With onets own benefit clearly defined,
one should strive steadfastly for onets goal.
71 [02.36]



(25/22)

3.

จิตใจ

The Mind

jc' &W 
Of all phenomena, the mind is the forerunner.
72 [03.01]



(25/11)

'  |
By the mind, the world is led around.
73 [03.02]



(15/181)

&jP s Z 
The mind is flickering and fickle,
difficult to guard and hard to restrain.
74 [03.03]



(25/13)

_v|s '_&
|$c&W 
The mind is extemely hard to see,
highly subtle, inclining to what it desires.
75 [03.04]



(25/13)

The Mind

27

!   _
He who follows the dictates of his mind
will be in trouble.
76 [03.05]



(27/316)

NO  W_' &
Taming the mind to be effective is good.
77 [03.06]



(25/13)

 c&NOs' #oW
A tamed mind brings happiness.
78 [03.07]



(25/13)

&\]] !YZ 
A sagacious man should guard his mind.
79 [03.08]



(25/13)

Z o
Keep guarding your own mind.
80 [03.09]



(25/33)

RT

28

_ _"s' c# _q
With the mind defiled,
an unhappy destination is to be expected.
81 [03.10]



(12/92)

_ |_" # _q|
With the mind undefiled,
a happy destination is to be expected.
82 [03.11]



(12/92)

   # W !|| o
Those who know how to subdue the mind
will be liberated from the bonds of Mara, the Evil One.
83 [03.12]



(25/13)

The Mind

29

    _ !_o
!Yc !"s' c#oWs
c&| cs  _'
A wrongly established mind inflicts on a man
greater harm than destruction and misery
brought about by a robber against a robber
or a hater against a hater.
84 [03.13]



(25/13)

 c&| c W_'&
c& ]c'W cW|
Neither the mother, nor the father, nor any other relative
can make a man nobler and better
than can his own rightly established mind.
85 [03.14]



(25/13)

4. การศึกษา
Education

| _q'cc&#
Ignorance is the most heinous impurity.
86 [04.01]



(23/105)

c&oY  PP_#
Of things that flourish, knowledge is the best.
87 [04.02]



(15/206)

c& PP||_q&c&#
Of things that fade away,
ignorance eliminated is the best.
88 [04.03]



(15/206)

Education

31

 P| j! #]P s'P'
NOs' '&_'"
s c&NOs' _
Mules, thoroughbreds, horses of the Indus valley,
elephants, and big tuskers are all excellent when tamed,
but a person with himself tamed is even better.
89 [04.04]

(25/33)



W#Z _  c&NOs'
Among humans the noblest is one tamed.
90 [04.05]

(25/33)



|&!c# j\]] s'|"YZ_&
c 'v _P&
_W'
With neither wisdom nor well-trained discipline,
a great number of people will lead their lives
like blind buffaloes in the forest.
91 [04.06]



(27/1048)

% p%$

32

c&_'_& s_ Y
_o_o! s\]]!|
A man of little learning grows old like a bull.
His bulk grows, but his wisdom does not.
92 [04.07]

(25/21)



_\]] Pcv_|
With little wisdom, one is greatly exposed to ruin.
93 [04.08]



(27/2141)

|&"'c _q
It is hard to survive without an art or science.
94 [04.09]



(27/1651)

W#_&c
Let your children acquire knowledge.
95 [04.10]



(27/2141)

&\]] !PWN
A man of wisdom flourishes
like a plant in the field blooming with rain water.
96 [04.11]



(27/2141)

Education

33

!Y_q P  
One should be investigative.
97 [04.12]



(28/949)

| "YZ v!Y"YZ_
One should study what is worth studying.
98 [04.13]



(27/108)

oYP"'c || WP|c
Whatever is called an art or science is profitable.
99 [04.14]



(27/107)

  _&c# |  '
  _oW c s| _qWPc#
Y Y_'c& YP
Knowledge of all levels, whether elementary,
advanced, or intermediate, should be acquired
with all meanings understood.
But not everything needs to be applied,
for someday there will come a time
when that knowledge brings benefit.
100 [04.15]



(27/817)

% p%$

34

P]|"YZ_!|'@
A sage does not study for the sake of gain.
101 [04.16]



(25/417)

_'_&_v c v|_&
sNO  Y 
Success in study begets glory,
but it is training in good conduct that brings peace of mind.
102 [04.17]



(27/842)

_ Y&P_ so_!&
&\]]  s'"&' v#_|
_W  v|
A man even of lowly birth, if he is diligent, wise,
and of good conduct and morality,
can thrive like a glow on a dark night.
103 [04.18]



(27/2141)

Education

35

WN_& _q_ ! 
 _& _q_ !\]]
\]] v c&_qP
Pc& s'v#oW
Inquisitiveness is a tool of knowledge.
The knowledge thus gained is an instrument of wisdom.
Through this wisdom one recognizes what is beneficial.
The benefit thus recognized in turn brings happiness.
104 [04.19]



(26/268)

c&$ s' ! 
_q_#cW#Zs'_c
He who is perfect in true knowledge and good conduct
is the noblest among both men and gods.
105 [04.20]



(11/72)

5. ปัญญา
Wisdom

\]] _qP'W'
Wisdom is the lamp in the world.
106 [05.01]



(15/218)

s_\]] |&
No light equals wisdom.
107 [05.02]



(15/29)

\]] _qso 
Wisdom is the gem of human beings.
108 [05.03]



(15/159)

P] P&c&\]] _#
Living by wisdom, the sages say, is the noblest.
109 [05.04]



(15/841)

Wisdom

37

\]]s' _c!
Wisdom is indeed superior to wealth.
110 [05.05]

(13/451)



'' \]]s'_#
Wisdom indeed, the wise say, is the noblest.
111 [05.06]



(27/2468)

\]]_q_  
Wisdom is the tool for governing onets life.
112 [05.07]

(15/175)



  c _s' _oc&|
\]]_o|Yc&
Where there is access of passion,
hatred, infatuation, and delusion,
there is no access of wisdom.
113 [05.08]



(27/1249)

d``

38

_W  s  v _v
o  c s'N'|P_  W
Just as when the water is clear and translucent,
one can distinctly see shells,
molluscs, pebbles, sand, and fish,
_ |o# Y _vP
P |P_  
so too when the mind is not muddled,
one can lucidly see benefits for oneself and for others.
114 [05.09]



(27/220)

\]]_q_  c&|_'_&
Wisdom is the tool for judging what is learned.
115 [05.10]



(27/2444)

&\]] Ysc#o v#o!
A wise man, even when in misery,
can still find happiness.
116 [05.11



(27/2444)

Wisdom

39

Y&" v'_qco &\]]
_&_ _oY
Even with his high rank, a fool becomes subservient
to a wise man when issues arise.
$ _W_q_'_&
Y 'W'W_
While the wise man takes care of a subtle matter,
the fool becomes infatuated with it.
o!_ _v_#'& Y'
Having seen this reason, I therefore say:
&\]]_
Y &"v_|
A man with his wisdom is nobler;
a fool is not noble even with his high rank.
117 [05.12]



(27/2101)

d``

40

o\]]_&s' v_ 
_&'|| sc|c&c
Without the eye of wisdom, one is like a blind man
who can step even on the light that illuminates the path.
118 [05.13]



(27/1734)

\]] _ c'
Saturation with wisdom excels all other saturations.
119 [05.14]



(27/1643)

c&\]] $_|W ||
A man saturated with wisdom is not subjugated by craving.
120 [05.15]



(27/1643)

\]]|c
Wisdom is to be known through dialogue.
121 [05.16]



(25/134)

 \ |\]]
Wisdom is gained through attentive listening.
122 [05.17]



(15/845)

Wisdom

41

W_'c& '#oYc |'# oYc
cc&#s&' '_P
'  W '
_&  Y_
|cs\]]
An idler does not find the path of wisdom,
who does not arise when it is time to arise,
who is inert though still young and strong,
whose thought is left stagnant,
and who is slothful and torpid.
123 [05.18]



(25/30)

\]] __!WP
Wisdom arises through its exercise.
124 [05.19]



(25/30)

&\]] Yc! v_q|
A man with wisdom can still survive
even if wealthless.
125 [05.20]



(26/372)

d``

42

s_o\]] Y &c! v_q||
But without wisdom, a man cannot survive
even with his wealth.
126 [05.21]



(26/372)

\]]|& s|! 
There is no wisdom in one
who lacks absorptive concentration.
127 [05.22]



(25/35)

! |s&  |\]]
There is no absorptive concentration in one
who lacks wisdom.
128 [05.23]



(25/35)

!Y _'WY
One should investigate a matter thoroughly,
tracing it all the way to its root.
129 [05.24]



(23/3)

_vPs \]]
Meaning will be distinctly seen with wisdom.
130 [05.25]



(23/3)

Wisdom

43

|!Y '_'WP\]]
One should not neglect the use of wisdom.
131 [05.26]



(14/683)

#cj\]]
By wisdom one is purified.
132 [05.27]



(23/311)

_o'P#s! 
!_o|&]
\ ]
Y !  ] ' v&P|
&\]] s@Z
_&_c _
Even over a thousand fools having come together,
as they have no wisdom,
their chattering even for a hundred years is to no avail.
Nobler indeed is only one wise man
who understands the meaning of a saying.
133 [05.28]



(27/99)

6. เลี้ยงชีพ–สร้างตัว
Earning a Living and Building a Career

o _j# c_  c!|
Working hard, attending to onets duties,
and doing things in a timely manner,
one can acquire wealth.
134 [06.01]



(15/845)

W| _| 
Establish yourself like kindling a fire from a small mass.
135 [06.02]



(27/4)

_vc!
_Y _c&
Amass your wealth
like a bee collecting nectar to build its hive.
136 [06.03]



(11/197)

Earning a Living and Building a Career

45

c!!!oY| _ '
Possessions can be accrued like a termite hill being formed.
137 [06.04]



(11/197)

oc |c 'Wj& 
_'& P&!s!&
Zc!W s '_!c&
Working hard, not being negligent,
being well versed in management,
and living in moderation,
a man protects his wealth and makes it grow.
138 [06.05]



(23/145)

|!Y c! 
A man should not seek wealth by fraudulent means.
139 [06.06]



(27/603)

!Y_'&P&! cPj
A man should earn his living righteously.
140 [06.07]



(27/603)

"S XLY 

46

!Y c&Pj
One should engage in righteous business.
141 [06.08]



(27/353)

_& |" |'@ _'&P&!
' #$ oP&
! j
It is despicable to obtain your glory, acquire your wealth,
and earn your living by lowering the value of your life
or by conducting yourself wrongfully.
142 [06.09]



(27/537)

Y|| sPj &||Pj
Being righteous without gaining
is better than gaining without being righteous.
143 [06.10]



(26/382)

cWc&@
Do your work so that it is worth the food you eat.
144 [06.11]



(27/130)

Earning a Living and Building a Career

47

P& |c&| !Y|c& |!YWc&_&
One should go wherever one can spend onets life.
One should not get oneself killed by the place one lives.
145 [06.12]



(27/206)

'Pc c &'   
|c&|| s'Zc&|s'
All benefits are based on two principles:
procuring the unprocured and protecting the procured.
146 [06.13]



(27/2442)

@ oW  |&##Z
c& _v _!& _|&
Wealth, whether of a woman or of a man,
will never be acquired by mere thought.
147 [06.14]



(28/450)

#s' &|co
Fruition arises from onets own action.
148 [06.15]



(27/2247)

"S XLY 

48

WP P# |_
_&  _sj #
 co _
A man who is fond of sleeping,
fond of hanging around with others,
shirking work, lazy,
and given to anger and irritation
that is a channel of ruin.
149 [06.16]



(25/304)

&\]]  
'Wj& 
 '   Y _oP
A man of wisdom, endowed with knowledge,
well versed in management,
cognizant of the opportune time,
and aware of the right occasion,
should enter into royal service.
150 [06.17]



(28/969)

Earning a Living and Building a Career

49

c&oWc& |c
_W W 
W_&_q&
Y _oP
A man who is diligent in his duties, mindful,
scrutinizing, and capable of managing his work
should enter into royal service.
151 [06.18]



(28/969)

|   _q '#
Work not left undone or disorganized
this is the highest blessing.
152 [06.19]



(25/318)

7. เพียรพยายาม–ทําหน้าที่
Making Efforts and Doing Duties

_q  !_| 'c& _v
A man should keep on striving until his goal is achieved.
153 [07.01]

(25/891)



c_| |c 'c& _v 
Plough ahead without feeling discouraged,
and your objective will be accomplished as wished.
154 [07.02]



(27/2444)

_q  _| $| csc
__v Z_
_W v|
A man should cling to his hope;
a wise man should not be discouraged;
I have realized this for myself
whatever I desire I obtain.
155 [07.03]



(28/450)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

51

&\]] Y_P] c#o
v|c& | #o
A wise man, even when confronted with misery,
never gives up the hope to find happiness.
156 [07.04]



(28/450)

_&  ||#o
A lazy man will never find happiness.
157 [07.05]



(27/2440)

W c& |&'
Any work done sloppily does not yield a great result.
158 [07.06]



(15/240)

|_qPsP& v &'c
A man should promptly embark on doing
what he knows is beneficial to his own life.
159 [07.07]



(15/281)

'c#o| _!&
By exertion one overcomes suffering.
160 [07.08]



(25/311)

"  LNn Y N[

52

 c v cW 
One should make a genuine effort to do what one will do.
161 [07.09]

(15/239)



!YcW 
One should firmly exert oneself.
162 [07.10]

(25/239)



_!&o |'' Y_cv_&||
Even gods cannot thwart the effort of a resolute man.
163 [07.11]

(27/505)



!Wc&o
Put effort into your own duties.
164 [07.12]



(27/2440)

o# | W
An industrious person engrossed in his work
will gain peace of mind.
165 [07.13]



(27/2)

!Ysc& s
One should be wary of what is worth being wary of.
166 [07.14]



(25/545)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

53

!Y@c&|Y
One should guard against dangers not yet come.
167 [07.15]



(25/545)

|c _qc|
Heedfulness is the deathless path.
168 [07.16]



(25/12)

c _qcs 
Heedlessness is the path of death.
169 [07.17]



(25/12)

|c |
The heedful do not die.
170 [07.18]



(25/12)

c _ s'
The heedless are as if already dead.
171 [07.19]



(25/12)

 c
Do not engage yourself in heedlessness.
172 [07.20]



(25/12)

"  LNn Y N[

54

cPW_v  |c
Accomplish your benefit through diligence.
173 [07.21]



(10/143)

' '  
Do not dwell on the past or hanker for the future.
174 [07.22]



(14/527)

!Y' v&s 
 v&s ''
W|Y  v|&
&s ' _&c_oY
'c&| 'W|_'
Brooding over the past diminishes your welfare.
Hankering for the future dissolves your benefit.
What has not yet come still does not exist.
Having realized this, when zeal arises,
what kind of wise man would let it slip away?
175 [07.23]



(27/2252)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

55

_&  W!|
W & _Y_'c_!
Get ready for a forthcoming task.
Do not let it pressure you when comes the time to do it.
176 [07.24]



(27/1636)

&c _!&_&s&
Make your effort today.
177 [07.25]



(14/527)

W _' !#
Who ever knows whether death might come tomorrow?
178 [07.26]



(14/527)

'W_'|_&
Do not let your opportunity slip away.
179 [07.27]



(25/327)

_'s' W|_'
 vW||
Each day should not be let pass vacuously.
Whether little or much, something should be accomplished.
180 [07.28]



(26/359)

"  LNn Y N[

56

oc  |Y _ _& &s'P
For a man working hard night and day,
without being torpid, every day is called a lucky day.
181 [07.29]



(14/527)

 '| &_c|
Days and nights passing by, what am I doing now?
182 [07.30]



(24/48)

! P_'W _'P_q Z&
 '& _P& ##$&
Whenever a good deed is done,
that moment is called a propitious moment,
an auspicious time, a good morning, a bright sunrise.
183 [07.31]



(20/595)

P  ZoP
 c||
Benefit is the auspicious moment of itself.
What could the stars do?
184 [07.32]



(27/49)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

57

'| _ Y !cP
v| cj'W_#o
He who is clever at the wrong place,
despite trying to do things beneficial,
will never achieve the result in happiness.
185 [07.33]



(27/46)

'c&j& _
He will suffer who desires to achieve an end
through a wrongful means.
186 [07.34]



(27/48)

 W' _v s|W _v|
Aspiration for an end is fulfilled
by one who is not impetuous.
187 [07.35]



(27/8)

c&c'&'
cW \]]_@'
What is rashly done will later bring trouble
to the unwise doer.
188 [07.36]



(27/2442)

"  LNn Y N[

58

W  ]s' Yc &
It is better to look before you leap.
189 [07.37]



( / After 27/2175)*

c&c' |! $W  ]W&
_s&!! W_v
_'  _W
_c&W
He who does things slapdashly
without careful consideration, hastily scrambling to a finish,
will get into trouble on that account,
as if putting hot food into his mouth.
190 [07.38]



(27/153)

'P_!&c ''|  'W
If a man lags behind in putting effort into his work,
he will sink into danger.
191 [07.39]
*



(27/2141)

 _qo c&_&_&oYos'c&c&Y
The word after denotes that the text is modeled after the original text
from the source cited.

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

59

c& P vP c& _ v_
'c& Y _v $
If one does slowly what should be done slowly,
and urgently what should be done urgently,
the desired result will thus be completely accomplished.
192 [07.40]



(27/681)

 s  $v'##o
With judicious management,
a wise man attains to happiness as wished.
193 [07.41]



(26/329)

Pc&_v
Benefits shine when achieved.
194 [07.42]



(15/894)

|!Y ooWc&|_qP
One should not strive for what is unbeneficial.
195 [07.43]



(27/2369)

"  LNn Y N[

60

W_qc& 'cc_&
|!'|cc&|WPc&
_'P!c
@W_o v!!oY
Within those who, being arrogant and heedless,
neglect their own duty,
but do what is not their own duty instead,
the taints only increase.
196 [07.44]



(25/31)

_cc&o s'
|_W @'
Once a man has fulfilled his duties,
there is nothing to be repented later.
197 [07.45]



(28/445)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

61

_|_!&!s'
Y  vP|_q&W 
( |o&  WW _&|)
|W] _c !!c'
Once all efforts have been made, even if he should die,
he owes nothing to anyone (i.e. there is no more cause
for concern about being blamed by anyone)
whether it be relatives, devas or brahmas.
198 [07.46]



(28/445)

Wc$ cPY'o
s' _&|  cssc
YZ s' c&WP!&
c_v &P|!'
He will accomplish his task, emerging absolutely victorious,
who acts with appraisal, fully aware of his own strength,
and then gets carefully prepared by following textual models,
by consultation, and by words well spoken.
199 [07.47]



(27/641)

"  LNn Y N[

62

c&| P
| c&
| c!#&
W _vj
_&
_&
&_qc&PW o$&
A man is favored by misfortune
who does not recognize his own benefit,
knowing neither what to do today
nor what to do tomorrow,
who takes offense when admonished,
and who is vainglorious,
thinking I am great; I am good.
200 [07.48]



(27/874)

Making Efforts and Doing Duties

63

W |  
&'s _'# v|!
cc|c
c_||o c 
c&_qPY'
v|'W]_&|
_qc&PW oP
P o!!_o
Whether it is cold or hot, whether it is windy or sunny,
whether there are gnats or mosquitoes,
he who is unperturbed,
who is undaunted by hunger or thirst,
who keeps on working night and day,
and who does not let go of a benefit
when occasion arises,
is favored by lady luck;
lady luck will reside with him.
201 [07.49]



(27/881)

8. ครอบครัว–ญาติมิตร
Family, Relatives, and Friends

 c_&_q!!
The mother and father are called
[their childrents] brahmas (sublime divinities).
202 [08.01]



(25/286)

 c_&_q!  (  s)
The mother and father are called the first teachers.
203 [08.02]



(25/286)

s'_&_q#|# 'o#
And the mother and father are called
the ones worthy of their childrents veneration.
204 [08.03]



(25/286)

_ !# Y #oW'
Respect, love, and provision for the mother
bring happiness in the world.
205 [08.04]



(25/33)

Family, Relatives, and Friends

65

_ !# vY #oW'
Respect, love, and provision for the father
also bring happiness in the world.
206 [08.05]



(25/33)

'c&|_'&!s_s_ |_q'
Those who do not support their parents in old age
do not count as children.
207 [08.06]



(28/393)

'_q'c&NN\o#Z
(_vc'_q|Y#ZP)
Children are ones to whom humankind is entrusted.
(Children are the support of the human race.)
208 [08.07]



(15/165)

$#c&_q@P #P
|P# Y_qc''
The wise wish for a son who is either superior or as good.
They do not wish for an inferior son,
who will lead the family to downfall.
209 [08.08]



(25/252)

KL` RR

66

@ _q
The wife is the greatest friend.
210 [08.09]



(15/165)

_q 
(s sc )
The mother is the household friend.
(The mother is the true friend in onets own household.)
211 [08.10]



(15/163)

 _
#  |W | _q]
A trusty friend is the greatest relative.
212 [08.11]



(25/25)

_q &j# _oY_
A companion is a friend
for one whose needs arise time and again.
213 [08.12]



(15/163)

Family, Relatives, and Friends
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&c&c|_ _q|_
The meritorious deeds done by oneself
will be onets friend in the hereafter.
214 [08.13]



(15/163)

_   v_q
_c   v_q
 _Y_ v_q]
_| vs__q__
He who has accompanied oneself for seven steps
counts as a friend.
He who has walked in onets company for twelve steps
counts as a companion.
He who has lived together with oneself
for a month or a half month
counts as a relative.
If it is longer than that, he is just like oneself.
215 [08.14]



(27/83)

KL` RR

68

c&  
# 
Y _q$&
W_'c_o|
_!_vs #o||
How could we abandon our long-time associate,
wretched as he may be,
merely for the sake of our own happiness?
216 [08.15]



(27/83)

c& _'YYjs'
|cc
W&c#o@YP&
o&_ qjo##Zsc
That a friend, mindful of righteousness,
does not desert a friend in a life-threatening predicament
is indeed the virtue of a righteous man.
217 [08.16]



(28/166)

Family, Relatives, and Friends

69

Pc&#c#o& !!
  cj'_P P
All benefits aimed for by one well endowed with friends
will bear fruit as if aided by luck.
218 [08.17]



(28/198, 248)

&]!! _q&
_P_&|Wc&& 
|c&oY  _&
Y W]_cW 'v!W '|
It is good to have many relatives and friends
like there being many trees in the forest.
A lone tree, however well-grown and huge,
can be blown down by the wind.
219 [08.18]



(27/74)

9. การคบหา
Keeping Company

P]sc& s
|Pcc&WPj#
s&_q &oP]
P]'Pv|j P]
 P] Y_q&
A sage advises what should be advised.
He does not induce one to do what is not onets concern.
Good advice is a sagets virtue.
A sage, when rightfully admonished, does not take offense.
He is well aware of discipline.
Hence, it is good to associate with a sage.
220 [09.01]



(27/1819)

| |W _!&!_v
Put no trust in one who is casually met.
221 [09.02]



(15/358)

Keeping Company
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& _qc&  _q"sNW
Many come into association as foes
under the guise of friends.
222 [09.03]



(27/1429)

  !c&s@ @W|
&| vsccW'
Those who are outwardly fine-looking yet inwardly impure,
with their entourage concealing them,
play their parts in the world.
223 [09.04]



(15/358)

W s|c P
s _''c
!'sWP
&c P_&__& _!!s_o
He who associates with evil people
even if he himself does no evil
will also be suspected of evil deeds
and brought into ever more disrepute.
224 [09.05]



(25/254)

% K

72

 _PW v_q_P 
A man is like the company he keeps.
225 [09.06]



(27/2152)

W'_W 
W _v'' ' '#
_''  !' &'_P
A man who wraps putrid fish with kusa grass
makes the grass smell putrid;
so it is with those who associate with fools.
226 [09.07]



(27/254)

 W Z$W|
W!'&'#
 _P] &'_P
But a man who wraps tagara with a tree leaf
makes the leaf smell fragrant;
so it is with those who associate with sages.
227 [09.08]



(25/254)

Keeping Company
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  !'_qc#oc#_
_"
Living with fools is miserable all the time,
like partnership with an enemy.
228 [09.09]



(25/25)

P]& _q#o _ s]
Happy is living with a wise person,
like association with onets own relatives.
229 [09.10]



(25/25)

 W  Y|' v_P W'
W _W  YW' v_s|'
When your mind clings to somebody,
even though you two are physically far apart
from each other,
you feel as if you were close to them.
When your mind resents somebody,
even though you two are physically close to each other,
you feel as if you were a long way from them.
230 [09.11]



(27/1758)

% K

74

W s' Y 'N\#c
v_# sW'
W Ps' Y#sW'
v_|' '#c
If your mind is filled with love,
even though you two are across the ocean
from each other,
you feel as if you were very close to them.
If your mind is filled with hatred,
even though you two are very close to each other,
you feel as if you were across the ocean from them.
231 [09.12]



(27/1759)

!' YW'$ 'P&
v|s j _c!!& c&|s
A fool, even if associating with a wise man all his life,
does not comprehend the Dhamma,
like a ladle failing to taste the flavor of the soup.
232 [09.13]



(25/15)

Keeping Company

75

]P _oW'$s_!& _&
vj|!' _'c&s
But an intelligent man,
if associating with a wise one even for a moment,
instantly comprehends the Dhamma,
like the tongue tasting the flavor of the soup.
233 [09.14]



(25/15)

!Y_v &\]] c&PP&cZ ! oo&
__qo#c!
!Y  c&_q$_Ps'
_  _P&s& |&_&_'
One should regard as a guide to hidden treasure
someone who points out faults and who reproves.
One should associate with such a wise person,
the association with whom is only for the better,
never for the worse at all.
234 [09.15]



(25/16)

% K

76

!Ys__ !Y!_
!Y  P_ c&c_P
_qc&o##Z s'|_qc&o##Z
Let him admonish, instruct, and deter one from evil.
He is indeed dear to the righteous
and not dear to the unrighteous.
235 [09.16]



(25/16)

|  P
One should not associate with evil friends.
236 [09.17]



(25/16)

 &
One should associate with good friends.
237 [09.18]



(25/16)

_q_!s_'_' v& _q_!s v&
There are friends at drinking only
and so are there friends just through lip service.
238 [09.19]



(11/185)

Keeping Company
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W_qW___
s' _!sc
A friend in times of need is indeed a true friend.
239 [09.20]



(11/185)

_q |W&  !'
There is no companionship in a fool.
240 [09.21]



(25/33)

  !' c#oW
Association with a fool brings suffering.
241 [09.22]



(27/1291)

  _' !'_''
Association with a bad person makes one worse.
242 [09.23]



(20/465)

_  c&& vo& Y
Association with a better person makes one also better.
243 [09.24]



(27/445)

% K

78

_  c&&_'" v_oYW!'
Association with an excellent person
makes one better instantly.
244 [09.25]



(20/465)

   c&&
Therefore, one should associate
with a better person than oneself.
245 [09.26]



(20/465)

|   _'c  _!W P_'
One should not associate with a wicked person
except for lending help.
246 [09.27]



(After 20/465)

| c c P
Do not get into a close relationship with an evil one.
247 [09.28]



(27/171)

_!_| c&v'_q
Living together for too long can turn affection into aversion.
248 [09.29]



(27/1761)

Keeping Company

79

|!Y   |W& |&
One should not cohabit with an uncaring person.
249 [09.30]

(27/296)



| |W W | #_ 
One should not trust an unacquainted person.
250 [09.31]



(27/93)

Y  _
#  v| W
One should not trust even an acquainted person.
251 [09.32]



(27/93)

| |W c&cPs'
| |W c&!!'
| |W c&_vs
Y c&cc&_&_| v| |W
One should not trust one who has done evil,
nor one who talks unthinkingly,
nor one who is self-serving,
nor even one who poses to be overly calm and collected.
252 [09.33]



(27/1422)

% K

80

_!|W @ 
From trust, peril ensues.
253 [09.34]



(27/93)

c#Z _q _'
One who inflicts injury on a friend is an evil person.
254 [09.35]



(27/4669)

PW_#o W__&_
Companions help bring happiness when need arises.
255 [09.36]



(25/33)

|&\]] 
!Y!W &_c&|_o
If you find a companion with wisdom governing himself,
you should travel with him, contented and mindful.
256 [09.37]



(25/33)

Keeping Company

81

||c&&\]] 
!Y_c&| _&s'|!Yc P
If you do not find a companion
with wisdom governing himself,
you should travel alone and should not do any evil.
257 [09.38]



(25/33)

&"_q$ &&_q!'
It is better to have an enemy in a wise man
than to have a friend in a fool.
258 [09.39]



(27/45)

10. การเบียดเบียน–การช่วยเหลือกัน
Harming and Helping

  cc#c"s'
|!W c&|
_qc&__'
v_P_&
Having explored all directions with the mind,
one would find no one anywhere dearer than oneself;
everyone else loves themselves just as much.
  Y| _&_& 
Therefore, one who loves oneself
should not harm another.
259 [10.01]



(25/160)

Harming and Helping

83

cP]
c' 
All beings tremble at punishment;
they all fear death.
cP]
P&_qc&oc# 
All beings tremble at punishment;
life is dear to them all.
_W _'&v
_'&W _v
How I am, so are these beings;
how they are, so am I.
YY_o ___o_c&s'
| _o | W
Putting oneself in their shoes,
one should not kill or cause to kill.
260 [10.02]



(25/20, 389)

P_' _  W
Help one in misery with attentiveness.
261 [10.03]



(27/2466)

% "K"KL% X\"Z%

84

& PP_'_'
A good person takes pleasure in helping others.
262 [10.04]



(X .. / JA 1/230)*

& _!v]PsP
A good person contributes to the benefit of the multitude.
263 [10.05]



(23/128)

&\]]  _
v_qPs  
A wise man, in his capacity as a householder,
can be of service to a great number of people.
264 [10.06]



(23/128)

W'& __ |_ &
In this world, hatred is never appeased by hatred.
265 [10.07]

*



P.. = P
JA = Jātaṭṭhakathā or Jātaka Commentary

(25/11)

Harming and Helping
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P |P
A worshipper gets worshipped in return.
266 [10.08]



(28/401)

| ||
A saluter gets saluted in return.
267 [10.09]



(28/401)

' W #o | #o
A wise man giving happiness gains happiness himself.
268 [10.10]



(22/37)

_W| |&|
When giving, one binds friends.
269 [10.11]



(25/845)

W _qc&
A giver endears himself to others.
270 [10.12]



(22/35)

% "K"KL% X\"Z%

86

$\_ _""o |
Y _qc&!Y_&o c '
The wise can eliminate otherst sorrow
and are thus the greatest comfort of men.
271 [10.13]



(28/333)

PY_c&P_os'|'_o
&P 
|_'& &'# s' oo
_ 
Nc'v!  '_'&
s'v!|
v! __
A certain kind of bird flying around valleys and hillsides
is called a mayhaka bird.
It flies to a pipal tree with ripe fruit,
crying Theytre mine, theytre mine.
As the bird is crying,
all other birds fly in to eat the fruit and fly away.
The mayhaka bird still keeps on crying as before.

Harming and Helping
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 W'&v
_vc!|s'
_v||WP
c|_s_  s]c'
__osc!|! oo
P   cc v_c! |
_ov|s!_
Likewise, a certain man in this world
has amassed an abundance of wealth,
which he neither expends nor duly shares with his relatives.
Possessive of his wealth, he whimpers thus,
Itts mine, itts mine.
The authorities, robbers, or his heirs
then come and seize it.
Yet he can only keep on whimpering just that.
272 [10.14]



(27/931)

% "K"KL% X\"Z%

88

W #$ Ps|o W"_"
A kind-hearted man helps others to rid their sorrow.
273 [10.15]



(27/1492)

 _& || #o
Eating by oneself brings no joy.
274 [10.16]



(27/1674)

|!Y @ o_&
A delicacy should not be eaten alone.
275 [10.17]



(28/949)

 s\_ss'
c&c!Y& |
Apart from sharing with one another,
there is no other support among all beings.
276 [10.18]



(28/1073)

Harming and Helping

89

W s_ '!#|s'
_ v|_'&  co _
A man who does not provide for his mother and father
who are old and past their youth even though he can
that is a channel of ruin.
277 [10.19]



(25/304)

W &c!_c
&ooWP
s@ o _&
_qcs _
A man who is wealthy,
with a lot of money and things to be consumed,
but who keeps delicacies to himself
that is a channel of ruin.
278 [10.20]



(25/304)

__q   v W\
Born as a human, one should share
whether much or littlewith others.
279 [10.21]



(27/1012)

% "K"KL% X\"Z%

90

W PW'
A giver of food provides strength.
W# PW!$
A giver of clothing provides beauty.
W! PW 
A giver of a vehicle provides convenience.
Wc& PW
A giver of a light provides eyesight.
WWc&!" PWc
He who gives lodging is a provider of all.
280 [10.22]



(15/138)

Wj PWc&|
He who teaches the Dhamma
is called a provider of what is deathless.
281 [10.23]



(15/138)

W! $ !"c_]
Giving with discernment is praised by the Buddha.
282 [10.24]



(15/99)

Harming and Helping

91

P_'W ' ' !
Ws'  s'c&!"
#]oP_'_!!c#_ c c
For those who plant a grove, who plant a wood,
who build a bridge, who provide a place to drink,
who provide a well, and who provide a shelter,
their merit constantly increases,
both by night and by day.
283 [10.25]



(15/146)

& @ c!
_!v]PsP 
A good man managing wealth
benefits a great number of people.
284 [10.26]



(22/42)

oc&Ws' P|&s'
What has been given is called well brought out.
285 [10.27]



(15/136)

% "K"KL% X\"Z%

92

oc&Ws' P'_q #os'
oc&||W |&'_P
What is given has yielded fruit of happiness,
but what is not given has not yet yielded such fruit.
286 [10.28]



(15/136)

cP]_]s
s cjv_c
Giving is certainly praised by sages in many ways,
yet the path of the Dhamma is even nobler than giving.
287 [10.29]



(15/101)

@Z#c' Wj _qsc
O monks! The gift of the Dhamma is the best of all gifts.
288 [10.30]



(23/209)

Wj PWc
The gift of the Dhamma excels all other gifts.
289 [10.31]



(25/34)

11. สามัคคี
Harmony

_!&oP!_!& W_#o
The exertion of those in harmony brings happiness.
290 [11.01]

(25/24)



 &o W_#o
The unity of a group brings happiness.
291 [11.02]

(25/24)



#c'!_!& _ |
_!W _q_&
Hogs in unison can even kill a tiger
because of their united spirit.
292 [11.03]



(27/1987)

 

94

WcZc&''_ 
WcZc&_o@! 
c & !_!&oY
@!o_o|_ '
One who is aware of the offense against the other
and the other who accepts onets apology
these two are in better harmony;
their friendship will never perish.
293 [11.04]



(27/548)

W _ '_
_'c_P_oW &|
s' P_q _@
_q j#c&&_&
He who on seeing other people offending each other
finds a way to make them patch things up
is an excellent burden bearer and task manager.
294 [11.05]



(27/549)

Harmony

95

s##Zc v'_P|c_v
 !'c's_@P
_o|| __'
Even if virtuous people quarrel,
they will become on good terms again in no time.
Fools will break up their relations like an earthen pot,
and never get appeased by each other.
295 [11.06]



(27/547)

 && W 
Be harmonious and kindly to one another.
296 [11.07]



(33/35)

12. การปกครอง
Government

 _qW]W'
(@!  &  W_)
Power reigns supreme in the world.
(Independence is having power in oneself.)
297 [12.01]



(15/212)

W o _qc#oc
All kinds of subjugation to others are misery.
298 [12.02]



(25/63)

@! _q#oc
All kinds of liberty are bliss.
299 [12.03]



(25/63)



(15/201)

P _qss 
( _q_ Y)
The king is a statets emblem.
(The ruler is the reflection of a state.)
300 [12.04]

Government
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Y    o v|_
Y  v|  
_!o | #oWs'
s_'Pc&o  
Even if I should be imprisoned, I would not be purturbed;
even if I should be executed, I would not be terrified,
for I have brought happiness to the people under my rule.
301 [12.05]



(27/1055)

 s&\]] !Ys#o_!P
A ruler with wisdom should seek happiness for his people.
302 [12.06]



(27/1056)

 s Y & W]
cj_&s' v  (]_& )
A ruler, even though having great authority,
will fall from the state (i.e. lose his power)
if he is negligent of righteousness.
303 [12.07]



(28/51)

% %

98

PPj Y &
( _q& _& c&j)
It is good for a monarch to take delight in righteousness.
(It will be good only when there is a monarch
who favors righteousness.)
304 [12.08]



(28/50)

Wss oP&_ &j 
PP _q#o
_&_c&_vWo_
In a state where the ruler is kind-hearted,
firmly established in righteousness,
the people will live happily,
like there being a pleasant shade in their own houses.
305 [12.09]



(28/50)

Government
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_N o
 N| 
 cv | W
W#Z v
W|s_qW]
! j
'||YPPc&_'
P|Wj
c_ qc#o
When a herd of cows are swimming to the further bank,
if the leader is going astray,
so are all the other cows.
Just as this is true of cows,
so too it is true of humans.
If he who has been made leader
conducts himself wrongfully,
nothing needs to be said about all his subjects.
If a king does not establish himself righteously,
the entire state will live in misery.

% %

100

_N o
 N|
 c  |
W W#Z v
W|s_qW]
! j
PPc&_'v_q|'Y
PW j
c_ q#o
When a herd of cows are swimming to the further bank,
if the leader is going straight,
so are all the other cows.
Just as this is true of cows,
so too it is true of humans.
If he who has been made leader
conducts himself rightfully,
nothing needs to be said about all his subjects.
If a king is righteous,
the entire state will live happily.
306 [12.10]



(27/634, 636, 28/50)

Government
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_PP PWP]
c _q WP_q_|
$c'_oW &
When the ignoble do evil and are deterred
through punishment by the noble,
that actthe wise understand
is meant to be a lesson, not a vengeance.
307 [12.11]



(27/375)

c&_qW] W  ]W& Y'cZ
A sovereign should administer punishment
with prudence.
308 [12.12]



(27/2175)

c s!
c&c'&' s_|
Ruler of the land!
Doing things in haste can scorch the doer himself.
309 [12.13]



(27/2175)

% %

102

Wc P ]
__qW]
cs'v|_ c'
 P&! Pv|
s_c!c'v_o_&
He who does evil with the thought
I am supreme
and who, having done the evil,
fears no others,
will not survive long with that evil.
Even gods will cast an eye of contempt upon him.
310 [12.14]



(28/31)

 ] _& W]
s'cWPP!'!"
Do not take pride in reigning supreme
and cause the downfall of your people on that account.
311 [12.15]



(27/2442)

Government
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 c| _
c c&cs's'|c_
A ruler needs to know for himself
his income and outgo,
and know for himself
what has been done and what has not been done.
312 [12.16]



(27/2442)

!Yo c& o !Y c& 
One should humble a person deserving to be humbled,
and praise a person worthy of being praised.
313 [12.17]



(27/2442)

 sc&_ ] ss$
@ c! !"
&s'c&_& c#o@o s
Of a ruler who is a hedonist,
given to indulgence in sensual pleasures,
all the wealth will be destroyed
this is called the rulerts peril.
314 [12.18]



(27/2442)

% %

104

Y oYc&W] vWN\$
Even though having reached his great status,
he humbly listens to the wise.
c_P _qc&PP_
_ _v"s#cs'
o_"s 'W]
Such a person will be admired in awe
just as a man, on seeing the ambiance of the ocean,
is overawed by the might of a great wave.
315 [12.19]



(27/882)

_s s|ooc&!' '_ 'W_v
 js' _c|
 Y o& P]'_q
(_&) o 
First, correct all the wrongs,
putting aside your rage and merriment,
and then issue your directives
this, the wise say, is the rulerts routine
(regular course of actions).
316 [12.20]



(27/2440)

Government
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 _ v_ c
Infatuation breeds negligence.
317 [12.21]



(27/2419)

 c v_ _
Negligence brings decay.
318 [12.22]



(27/2419)



(27/2419)



(27/2419)



(27/2840)

 _ v_cZ
From decay arise all faults.
319 [12.23]

&@  |c_'
O bearer of the burden of ruling the state,
never be negligent at all!
320 [12.24]

_ sc
@ c!Wc!"
&s'_&c#o@o s
When a ruler is negligent,
all wealth in the state will be destroyed
this is called the rulerts peril.
321 [12.25]

% %

106

P ! _v _c& _q
_q| Wss sPc
|_v|\s' YP 
O Great King! Traverse the land and countryside
to hear and witness how people are faring
and what is going on.
After seeing and hearing thus,
perform your duties accordingly.
322 [12.26]



(27/2419)

PPc||!cZZ
o& j_&|Pj
'   ' ' oPo_
Wss o P
& j
In a state governed by an evil ruler,
where peasants are not protected,
are oppressed with unfair taxation, are robbed at night,
and are persecuted by state officials during the day,
there are indeed a large number of unrighteous people.
323 [12.27]



(27/2422)

Government
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 P|
Honor can kill a bad person.
324 [12.28]



(15/610)

W|_cc_c&_oY|!'
 '_o|W o"
s' _@'
He who fails to promptly keep abreast of what is going on
will unwittingly fall into enemy hands and suffer later.
325 [12.29]



(27/1430)

Ys &'!' s&  
v_Pc!W]c&|  |
Though with a small army yet with thought,
one can conquer a big army lacking in thought.
326 [12.30]



(28/655)

!' _q||
A fool is incapable of being a leader.
327 [12.31]



(27/313)

% %

108

 $ Y &'
s_q !' |_q'&
It is unfruitful for an administrator
to be powerful yet unwise.
328 [12.32]



(27/1031)

P _qP]
s'&'_osov Y _q'&
It is fruitful for an administrator
to be both wise and powerful.
329 [12.33]



(27/1032)

13. บุญ–บาป,

ธรรม–อธรรม, ความดี–ความชั่ว

Merit and Demerit; Righteousness and
Unrighteousness; Virtue and Vice

& '||
Merit cannot be stolen by thieves.
330 [13.01]



(15/159)

 P_'v  |& 'Y
Do not belittle evil, thinking that it will never get to you.
_!c&' _v|
For drop by drop of water can still fill a waterpot.
!'P Pc&'
v_v_!&| P
A fool fills himself with evil,
gathering it little by little.
331 [13.02]



(25/19)

K`LK , sLs,  L X[

110

_& &cP'|
v!Yc P_o&
A man who happens to do evil should not repeat it.
!Y !W W P
 P_q c#o
Nor should he take pleasure in that evil;
the accumulation of evil brings suffering.
332 [13.03]



(25/19)

# 'WW'_ !'
@'_o'||c
# 'c'Ws W
_ c! _
He who has formerly faulted,
but who has later rectified himself and is not negligent,
brightens up the world
like the moon when freed from a cloud.
333 [13.04]



(25/23)
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# 'W_ cP|s' ('|)
c&} # 'cW's W
_ c! _
He who (having rectified himself)
has blocked his former misdeeds by good deeds
brightens up the world
like the moon when freed from a cloud.
334 [13.05]



(25/23)

P| !'|
|Y W
__s' v  (WPP&PY&)
 &W 
Just as from a heap of flowers
many garlands can be made,
so too (with onets lifetime)
many good deeds should be done
by one born a mortal.
335 [13.06]



(25/14)

K`LK , sLs,  L X[

112

j&P &c&' v_v_| &
A sage doing good little by little
fills himself with goodness.
336 [13.07]



(25/19)

 & #oW
The accumulation of goodness brings happiness.
337 [13.08]



(25/19)

  #] & _qPo #o
The word merit is a name for happiness.
338 [13.09]



(25/200)

&cc& |_&s'
_qc!_!osc
Good deeds done by oneself
are indeed onets personal wealth.
339 [13.10]



(27/1998)

cY P&! #]vPW#o|
Up until the end of onets life, merit can bring happiness.
340 [13.11]



(25/33)
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| c s_!_vs
One should not do evil even for the sake of eating.
341 [13.12]



(After 27/1725)

& P _ _!o
An evil person suffers as a result of his own action.
342 [13.13]



(13/451)

P Pc
Evil is easy for an evil person to do.
343 [13.14]



(25/124)

|s& |c
No evil is unto one who does none.
344 [13.15]



(15/19)

cWs' W @' c&c |&
A deed that is repented later is not good.
345 [13.16]



(15/281)

cWs' |W @' c&c s'&
A deed that is not repented later is good.
346 [13.17]



(15/281)

K`LK , sLs,  L X[
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c&|& s'|_qPs c
Easy to do are things that are bad and harmful to oneself.
347 [13.18]



(25/22)

W_qP &
s' c|
Very difficult to do are things
that are both good and beneficial.
348 [13.19]



(25/22)

& & c
Good is easy for a good person to do.
349 [13.20]



(25/124)

& P c
Good is difficult for an evil person to do.
350 [13.21]



(25/124)

' _q|
It is action that makes the world go round.
351 [13.22]



(13/707)
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 s Wcs'$&
It is action that distinguishes beings as lowly and as exalted.
352 [13.23]



(14/596)

c& |& cP |P
A doer of good reaps good; a doer of evil reaps evil.
353 [13.24]



(15/903)

|& _']W@'
A misdeed will later make the doer repent.
354 [13.25]



(15/240)

P |c_&_' &
Better is a misdeed undone.
355 [13.26]



(15/240)

|c P W_ #o
The avoidance of evil brings happiness.
356 [13.27]



(25/33)

K`LK , sLs,  L X[
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& c|s' &
Better is a good deed done.
357 [13.28]



(15/240)

|c Pc 
_!v] &W_!&! 
P W WW 
&  o!!#cj_ c'
To avoid all evil, to cultivate good,
and to cleanse onets own mind
this is the teaching of the Buddhas.
358 [13.29]

(25/24)



js' Z! j
The Dhamma indeed protects its practitioner.
359 [13.30]



(26/332)

jc&! &s' Y #o
The Dhamma well practiced brings happiness.
360 [13.31]



(26/332)
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! j _q#o
One who practices the Dhamma sleeps happily.
361 [13.32]

(25/23)



W Wj _q#o
One who imbibes the Dhamma sleeps happily.
362 [13.33]



(25/16)

$| P
_!_vs #o
The wise do not do evil for the sake of their own happiness.
363 [13.34]



(24/1467)

$ Yc#oc Y!'!''
v | s'|'cj_!PP
A wise man, even when affected by suffering,
or even when having faulted,
can still keep calm and never deserts righteousness
because of like or hatred.
364 [13.35]



(27/1467)

118

K`LK , sLs,  L X[

|!Y  _v sc|Pj
A man should not covet success for himself
by wrongful means.
365 [13.36]



(25/16)

!Y'c! _!_vs
!Y' W_ ZP&
!Y'| c c! s'P&
W_  YYj
A man should sacrifice his wealth
for the sake of his bodily organs,
sacrifice his bodily organs so as to save his life,
and sacrifice them allhis wealth, bodily organs, and life
in view of righteousness.
366 [13.37]



(28/382)

||sPj&
Y|s|Pj &|
Being righteous without gaining is better.
What good is it to gain yet in an unrighteously manner?
367 [13.38]



(26/382)
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Pj&
|Pj & |
To die in a righteous manner is better.
What worth is it to live unrighteously?
368 [13.39]



(26/382)

_&|cWj
A man well established in the Dhamma
will not be forsaken by glory.
369 [13.40]



(22/42)

14. กรรม
Deeds

cW| _v W_
A man sees in himself what he has done.
370 [14.01]



(27/294)

!'c\]] _P&
&_s'_q"
Fools, low in wisdom, lead their lives
with themselves being their own enemies.
371 [14.02]



(15/281)

j]] c! _c c&  
|Wc&& WP  "c'c#
'!_||| c |c
Whether it be his grain, wealth, money,
or whatever is in his possession; his servants, workers,
or dependentsall these cannot be carried along with him
but must be left behind.
372 [14.03]



(15/392)

Deeds
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W c|    W
s'_qo_o Y_o !_|
Whatever deed he has done,
by his body, word or thought
that deed will be his possession
that he will carry along with him.
373 [14.04]



(15/392)

YP_ Y ! 
Do not ask about a personts birth,
but ask about his conduct.
374 [14.05]



(15/660)

  P  j  "&'  P&# 
#cjc ¡ &
WP'c!|
Action, knowledge, Dhamma,
morality, and noble way of life
mortals are purified by these five attributes,
not by clan or by wealth.
375 [14.06]



(15/147)

15. กิเลส
Defilements

| |&c& _'
Greed knows no bounds.
376 [15.01]



(27/339)

cc& _&|
o!_ o|_'c&_&
To those who have severed their desires I pay reverence.
377 [15.02]



(27/339)

'@_os' |_vj
When ridden with greed, a man does not see the Dhamma.
_ '@_o   _'&s 
Once taken over by greed, a man is blinded.
378 [15.03]



(25/265)

Defilements
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 P! |
A man is led around by desire.
379 [15.04]



(25/216)

c' |W& '
There is no satiation with sensual pleasures in the world.
380 [15.05]



(13/451)

j|c  j _q@c&_oY@W
An angry man falls short of knowing
that anger is a peril which arises from within.
381 [15.06]



(25/268)

j_os' |_vj
Having got angry, one does not see the Dhamma.
382 [15.07]



(23/61)

j ']W c v_c
When an angry man is set to destroy something,
what is hard to do looks as if it is easy.
383 [15.08]



(23/61)

%R"

124

j|sso
A man in anger can kill even his own mother.
384 [15.09]



(23/61)

@' _ js'
_o__||
Later on, when his anger subsides,
he will be miserable as if scorched by fire.
385 [15.10]



(23/61)

j&!$|
He who is given to anger has a dull complexion.
386 [15.11]



(23/61)

 j| _q#o
Having killed anger, one sleeps happily.
387 [15.12]



(15/199)

Defilements

125

 #@Z |& 's|
_|c&&s& |&'
Words well spoken bear no fruit to one
who does not put them into practice,
like beautiful flowers
that are colorful but not fragrant.
388 [15.13]



(25/14)

 #@Z &'s
_| c&&c& s''
Words well spoken bear fruit to one
who puts them into practice,
like beautiful flowers
that are both colorful and fragrant.
389 [15.14]



(25/14)

!& _q '#
Words well spoken are the highest blessing.
390 [15.15]



(25/6)

%R"

126

|j j PP c&P|
He who does not retaliate anger with anger
is said to win a war hard to win.
391 [15.16]



(26/358)

W js' & |
P_!v]Ps Y  
 cs_ s's 
He who, being aware of anotherts anger,
is mindful and self-restrained,
does a favor to two personshimself and the other.
392 [15.17]



(26/358)

16. คุณธรรม
Goodness

 s' _q |
Truth, indeed, is deathless speech.
393 [16.01]



(15/740)

  _q&
Truth is tastier than all other tastes.
394 [16.02]



(25/311)

"cj _q W o 
Confidence is a mants alter ego.
395 [16.03]



(15/175)

"cj s' #oW
With confidence firmly rooted comes happiness.
396 [16.04]



(25/33)

s

128

 cWW '
(W'& & Y )
Mindfulness is wakefulness in the world.
(In this world, the only way to be wakeful is to be mindful.)
397 [16.05]



(15/218)

& _c&P '_'
A mindful man has, as it were, a lucky charm all the time.
398 [16.06]



(15/812)

&&oYc#
A mindful man is improving by each day.
399 [16.07]



(15/812)

"&'_q_ _qc&"
_qo'$jc'
_q#oojc|
 P"&'W#cj
Morality is preliminary, is fundamental,
is primordial to other virtues, and is primary of them all
a person should therefore cleanse his morality.
400 [16.08]



(26/378)

Goodness
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"&'_q@$_
Morality is the best ornament.
401 [16.09]



(26/378)

"&' _q_" 
Morality is a wondrous armor.
402 [16.10]



(26/378)

& W  |_&_&  s's_
He who has his mind focused
harms neither others nor even himself.
403 [16.11]



(27/621)

17. วาจา
Speech

cW !Y! W|c |!Y!Y
$_| |c &s!
A man should talk only of what he will do,
but not of what he will not do;
or the wise will take him to be just a talker, not a doer.
404 [17.01]



(27/860)

!W c
As he says, so he does.
405 [17.02]



(27/605)

 _P_&W
Like speech, like mind.
406 [17.03]



(27/560)

Speech
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_P&o_
W !'WP\_ W_'c&! P
A man is said to have been born
with an ax attached to his mouth;
it is for a fool to hack himself
when ill words are uttered.
407 [17.04]



(25/387)

W_]  c
c  _]
__v'&|
||!#o_!'&
He who praises a blameworthy person
or blames a praiseworthy one
keeps bad luck in his mouth
and will not find happiness because of that bad luck.
408 [17.05]



(21/3)



132

c&' j_qY_&_&s'
! &s _cv | YY'
Pc&_o |c _q|&
For a man who has transgressed the unique Law of Truth,
speaking only falsehood, with no regard to the hereafter,
there is no evil that he will not do.
409 [17.06]

(25/23)



 !Yc 
Purity can be known from the words expressed.
410 [17.07]



(After 25/134)

_' |!_ c&&P
One should utter pleasant speech that is beneficial.
411 [17.08]



(27/1783)

Y & v| 'W_'
Even wholesome speech should not be uttered untimely.
412 [17.09]



(25/423)

Speech
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| ! _' | _|
' c&|\ _N¢ !& W_Y_'
One should neither speak beyond the proper time
nor keep silent at all times,
but speak only what is not superfluous
in moderation, and at the right time.
413 [17.10]



(28/962)

!' |
s!!W_W vW_
Whenever he opens his mouth,
a fool, not yet bound, will bind himself.
&\]] s
!!W_W v'#|W_
Whenever he opens his mouth,
a wise man, even when bound, will unbind himself.
414 [17.11]



(27/120)

18. ชีวิต–ความตาย
Life and Death

| s'
Onets time of life is whittled away by night and day.
415 [18.01]



(15/173)

 '| P&o v!'|
Pc& c
As days and nights pass by,
a mants life gets depleted
from benefits to be produced.
416 [18.02]



(26/359)

 ||_'
Nights and days do not pass by emptily.
417 [18.03]



(28/439)

Life and Death
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'_''|   !|
v|c&' '
As time elapses, with nights and days passing by,
phases of life die away in succession.
418 [18.04]



(15/300)

o|
sPs' |_'
The physical body of mortals decays,
but not their name or clan.
419 [18.05]



(25/210)

c_v cW] c !' c$ c & c  
'_| c 
Children, adults, the foolish, the wise,
the rich, and the poor all walk towards death.
420 [18.06]



(10/108)

XRL  

136

_ c!v|||
As a man dies, even a modicum of wealth
cannot be brought along with him.
421 [18.07]



(13/451)

'_''c'
!|_
Time devours all beings together with itself.
422 [18.08]



(27/340)

# ' _""Y c&|&s 
c&|s'| v  _""Y_
YW  o!] #P'_'
If a man is to grieve over those who are no longer with him,
namely those who have passed away,
he should instead grieve over himself,
who is subject to Death all the time.
423 [18.09]



(27/611)

Life and Death
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#o WP c|
   _ v|
Unlike a being that stands, sits, lies down, or walks,
the composites of life per se are not negligent.
424 [18.10]



(27/612)

_'_| c#' c#'
Phases of life gradually dwindle away
on every closing and opening of the eyes.
425 [18.11]



(27/612)

__ |&
!'!  v&|
c&_' ___v
|  _""Yc&|s'
Since phases of life dwindle as they do,
separation from one another will occur without doubt.
All the remaining beings should be friendly
and helpful to one another
instead of grieving over the deceased.
426 [18.12]



(27/613)

XRL  

138

c&_""Y 
v__v|o! cc& |W"
_ |]  ]Y
_! o!_  Y|_""
_o|s'&co_o
He who grieves over the deceased is like a child
crying for the moon orbiting in the sky.
A dead man being cremated is never aware
of his relatives lamenting over him.
I therefore do not grieve.
He has gone along the way he is supposed to go.
427 [18.13]



(27/720)

'|#s' vs '|'_' W
c'_s'vs '_' 
Just as fruit when ripe are ever fearful of falling off the tree,
so too mortals, once born,
are always anxious about passing away.
428 [18.14]



(27/1568)

Life and Death
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_P _v  
!_v  v|_v
__v _v  
Y_P  v|_v
In the morning many are seen,
but when evening falls some are no longer seen.
In the evening many are seen,
but as morning rises some are seen no more.
429 [18.15]



(27/1569)

v| _& _v _&
!joc'
v_!&s |!_&o_c
One goes all alone when departing.
One comes all alone when being born.
All beings are related
merely by coming to meet
and associate with one another.
430 [18.16]



(27/1593)

XRL  

140

_!] #P 
|#|
|]!!
Y & vPc||
c&W] _q|&
When a man is subjugated by Death, no sons,
father or relatives, even if he has any, can protect him.
No protection in his relatives can be found.
431 [18.17]



(25/30)

| _""
  ]|W
|_Ps''|s'
c&s'v __
Any weeping, sorrowing, or lamenting
is of no avail to the deceased.
The dead ones simply remain the way they are.
432 [18.18]



(25/8))

Life and Death
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| _"" PW W  v|
c#o__!!cc& cv!'c#c
Weeping or grieving will not calm you down.
Only your suffering escalates
while your body deteriorates.
433 [18.19]



(25/380)

_"_"| v_cc_  
!$ & c&|s'
v_ "_"|P|||
|! |P
While you are grieving, you are in effect hurting yourself,
your body emaciated, your complexion sallow.
The deceased, on the other hand,
can never make use of that grief to protect themselves.
Lamentation is of no avail.
434 [18.20]



(27/881)

XRL  

142

c&' _""||
cY c& |s'
W o "
 c#ooY
He who fails to shrug off his grief,
and keeps lamenting over the departed,
is subjugated by sorrow,
and undergoes even more suffering.
435 [18.21]



(25/380)

! Y  v'_&_c|
c&&c'_P] o!] #P_os'
'c 
Look! Even others are getting ready to go their ways
according to their deeds.
All beings here, confronted with the might of Death,
are struggling.
436 [18.22]



(25/380)

Life and Death
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_! j#P
 oc|'_'s'
!Y  |!_&
_v '' | vcW | c&''|s'
_ oW_q& ||
Therefore, the virtuous, having heard the teachings
of those far removed from defilements,
should get rid of lamentation,
and on seeing people pass away
they should be resigned that it is impossible
for us to have the deceased live on.
437 [18.23]



(25/380)

c&W   |s'
||!_v&
_ oY |_vc&|!WN\
A beloved one who has departed is no longer to be seen
like a man on waking up
failing to see what he saw in his dream.
438 [18.24]



(25/413)

XRL  
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 _ ' ' #_'_oc#c&
With days and nights passing by,
onets lifetime is getting shorter and shorter.
439 [18.25]



(28/473)

'  P}'
By death is a worldling assaulted.
By old age is he besieged.
440 [18.26]



(28/439)

s_vN\ ||'coY c& W
#o#Zc'
|_&'_v& 
Just as a river brimming to the banks
will never flow back to a higher place,
so too a personts age never turns back to childhood.
441 [18.27]



(28/439)

Life and Death
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_! WP&c&_' &
c#  c c& s'|!Y c
Thus, for the rest of his life, a person should do his duties
and should not be negligent.
442 [18.28]

(25/387)



o!_ |& P Yc| $ c&| _'
 o!_  Y|_ c& Y
I have no evil done anywhere at all.
I therefore have no fear for the coming death.
443 [18.29]



(28/1000)

Wjs' |''
Having established oneself in righteousness,
one need not fear the hereafter.
444 [18.30]



(25/208)

19. พ้นทุกข์–พบสุข
Deliverance from Suffering and Experience of Bliss

|'@ _'@ |" _"
c _] #os'c#o
_'&_qjW#Z
|& _c&scs
_""_' c "_"|c|
Gain, loss, repute, disrepute,
blame, praise, happiness, and suffering
all these are common among humans.
Nothing is permanent.
Do not lament. What do you feel sorry for?
445 [19.01]



(27/615)

Deliverance from Suffering and Experience of Bliss
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c&_!'cc&PW
c& s' #o
c&|PW c&|
s' c#o _o 
He who indulges himself in what is pleasant,
what is beloved, and happiness
will be dominated by what is unpleasant,
what is unbeloved, and suffering.
446 [19.02]



(27/100)

!#Z\]] |_vj
c_&cc  sW_
_o_ co_
Those people of little wisdom,
with no noble cause in sight,
argue all day and night only over the subject thus:
This silver is mine; this gold is mine.
447 [19.03]



(27/287)

YN%hLKh

148

W&P_ |
v'## s
So long as there is still a morsel of meat held in onets mouth,
one cannot escape being ganged upon for it.
448 [19.04]



(27/619)

|& |_' |&W _&_&
To one who possesses nothing, nobody does any harm.
449 [19.05]



(27/619)

"'s' ||
"| Y #oW 
Grief neither brings back what is past and gone
nor brings forth happiness yet to come.
450 [19.06]



(27/723)

Deliverance from Suffering and Experience of Bliss
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_"" v'
v|c "v!'&W
W__o'"s "_&scs
Lamenting, he becomes sallow and thin
and loses his appetite.
It is to the delight of his enemy
now that he has been morbidly pierced
by the arrow of grief.
451 [19.07]

(27/724)



W !W Yc#oo v_o_|
cc&WP'   &sP_ ]
&_ov&sc#o
For a man who, when asked,
keeps telling others about his own afflictions
even though it is not the right time,
he will have merely pleasure-seeking friends
while his well-wishers can only lament.
452 [19.08]



(27/1782)

YN%hLKh

150

' !Y ' 
_ &  c&W |s'
Yc#o
' ''|| 
A clever man should know when the right time is,
determine who the like-minded person is,
and then tell him about the trouble,
in elegant and expressive language.
453 [19.09]



(27/1383)

Pc'\]]
_NsN\_!Yc&|Y
s''Y ''s'
Y&_
c&_ocYoYc|c&W's
Fools, hankering for the future
and grieving over the past,
wither away like a fresh reed pulled up by the root
and left behind in the sun.
454 [19.10]



(15/22)

Deliverance from Suffering and Experience of Bliss

151

__c|Ws v|
Y 'Wc&_P v|'_
| |&|W__
_|_v&|c&_ _& $ c&|W'
_! _ Y
W v s P_'
Traveling into haunts of wild beasts,
I am not perturbed.
Even though sleeping there, I am not scared.
Nights and days having passed by, nothing troubles me.
I cannot see any decline for myself
wheresoever in the world.
I can therefore sleep at ease,
pondering only over salvaging all beings.
455 [19.11]



(15/454)

|&| W ' &s #o
He is happy indeed
who has nothing left to be concerned about.
456 [19.12]



(25/55)

YN%hLKh

152

! &' #
Look, those plagued with worries and concerns
are making a fuss.
457 [19.13]



(25/55)

Yj |_""Yc&'s'
|N\ _!Yc&|Y
 c&_q\ #
 !$ YW
One who has attained the Dhamma
neither grieves over what is past and gone
nor daydreams about what is yet to come,
but lives with the present.
Hence, his complexion is radiant.
458 [19.14]



(15/22)

c|'_' & #o 
Blissful indeed is one
who is far removed from defilements.
459 [19.15]



(17/153)

Deliverance from Suffering and Experience of Bliss
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 _s'_ ]W s|
c' PPW W W
!!#cj_  c_W's'W'
s|' _| 
Just as a white lotus, born and growing in water,
does not cleave to it, but emits pleasant fragrance,
so also the Buddha, born and living in the world,
is not attached to it, like a lotus not cleaving to water.
460 [19.16]
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How the Book Came into Being
(from the preface to the fourth impression)

In 1976 the compiler of the present volume
collected a number of Buddhist tenets suitable for the
general

public,

wrote

short

explanations,

and

prepared a book manuscript. The purpose was to
publish it in book form and present it as a gift to those
Buddhists in the United States who, with their faith [in
the present compiler], lent support to him by
providing convenience in various ways while he was
invited to perform religious duties as a resource
person on the subject of Buddhism at Swarthmore
College in the Philadelphia suburbs. The book would
also be given out to those Thai Buddhists in general in
the United States that he met and perhaps also to
Buddhists in Thailand in the future.
That book got published for the first time
around mid-1996, while the present compiler was
invited to be an advisor at Wat Vajiradhammapadipa
in New York, under the title Khumue Damnoen
Cheewit [“A Handbook for Living”].
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Later on, during that residence as an advisor at
Wat Vajiradhammapadip, New York, the present
compiler deemed that, apart from books collecting
Buddhist tenets classified in groups with brief
explanations, another book should be prepared as a
companion volume collecting teachings in the form of
short sayings to serve as a tool for learning Buddhism
that would yield greater results in its practice. A
number of short teachings, so-called Buddhist
proverbs, were selected and translated [into Thai] in
simple and concise language as it could possibly be
done. [The selection] was then presented to Wat
Vajiradhammapadip for publication as a token of
blessing to Buddhists on the occasion of the
upcoming new year of 1977.
*

*

The Buddhist proverbs selected, collected, and translated
that are still in handwritten form are more than those already
published. The proverbs published constitute those that
should be known in general first. Therefore, if there is a
chance, the ones remaining in handwritten form might also
be considered for inclusion in the future.
Buddhist proverbs in this book, apart from being
printed in book form, during the compiler’s residence at Wat
Vajiradhammapadip, New York, in 1976–1977, were also
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This book came out of press on December 29,
1976, entitled at the time as Phra Buddhasasana Jaak
Phra Traipidok [“Buddhism from the Pali Canon”].
As time passed by, there were requests to
publish

the

two

books

mentioned

above

for

dissemination in Thailand.
Khumue Damnoen Cheewit [“A Handbook for
Living”] was retitled as Thammanun Cheewit [“A
Constitution for Living”] in its fourth impression, and
has since been reprinted for about 80 times.
Phra

Buddhasasana

Jaak

Phra

Traipidok

[“Buddhism from the Pali Canon”], on the other hand,
was retitled as Amarit Potjanaa [“Immortal Words”],

printed, through an arrangement with the monks in that
monastery, on cards or single sheets of paper with one
proverb per card or sheet.
When any devotee came to make merit for his or her
birthday, the birthday person would draw a proverb card and
give it to the presiding monk. The monk would then expound
on the meaning of that particular proverb. This was a
blessing with the Dhamma to the birthday person along with
the lay devotees participating in the merit making, thus
begetting merit in terms of mental development for further
progress and prosperity [in the Dhamma].
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and was reprinted just twice, included as part of a
bigger volume. It is only in this fourth impression that
this book is printed as a separate volume for the first
time in Thailand.
As a matter of course, Buddhists are supposed
to get to know Buddhist teachings, especially those
regarded as sayings uttered by the Buddha himself or
directly endorsed by him from the original sources,
namely the Pali Canon. Even if such a knowledge is
not in any breadth or depth, some general tenets
should be known for basic understanding purposes.
However, the scripture that constitutes the
original sources, namely the Pali Canon, is of immense
size. The entire scripture in Thai script comprises a set
of 45 tomes of about 22,000 pages. This would be
difficult for Buddhists in general to read exhaustively
or even selectively, let alone to be in possession of the
entire set or carry it along with them anywhere they
go.
For this reason, there are people who think of
selecting and collecting parts of those teachings in the
Pali Canon that Buddhists or interested parties in
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general ought to know, and producing them in
booklet form, such as some already published,
especially in Western countries, where several titles
have been in print so far.
The present compiler deems that in publishing
booklets of the type that collects teachings from the
Pali Canon for the general public, one efficient way is
to collect the teachings by classifying them into three
categories or three divisions:
1. teachings that constitute descriptions or
explanations of subjects, or exhortations cum
instructions in general;
2. teachings

that

constitute

the

tenets

subdivided into single items and classified in groups
according to the number of items involved.
3. teachings that constitute short sayings, most
of them verses—so-called Buddhist proverbs.
The present compiler already started to select
and collect these three categories of teachings a long
time ago
As for the first category, i.e. teachings that
constitute descriptions, and exhortations cum
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instructions, even though a certain portion of them
has been compiled, [the collection] is deemed not yet
to

be

in

place,

and

not

to

be

adequately

representative of general teachings. More specifically,
the translations have not yet been finely polished to
make them suitable for those not yet familiar with
Buddhist jargon, [this category] has therefore never
got published.
The second and third categories of teachings
have successively come out in book form, i.e.
Thammanun Cheewit [“A Constitution for Living”], and
Amarit Potjanaa [“Immortal Words”].

*

Buddhists in general at the most elementary
level, even though not yet knowing all the three
categories of teachings, should get to know or bear in
mind some short teachings in the form of Buddhist

*

With no time up till now (April 26, 2004) to carry on any
further, work on teachings in the first category is thus left
unfinished. It is intended that if it is finished, all [the three
categories] will be combined into a trilogy of books serving
as a core of learning fundamental Buddhism, and that
rhyming book titles will be given as befitting books forming
the same set.
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proverbs. Such teachings, albeit short, contain
extensive and profound meanings. They do not make
it feel like having to use a lot of effort to read them.
They are also easy to remember, succinct, and suitable
for use as mottos or for citation when needed.
Especially for family children, boys and girls
alike, learning and committing to memory Buddhist
proverbs is a good training method that yields results
in terms of ethics, language, and culture.
There are a very large number of Buddhist
proverbs in the Pali Canon. But in this book, efforts
were made to select and collect those items in such a
way as to cover the general tenets worthy of attention.
They were translated in language easy to grasp, and
classified into thematic groups for convenience of
study and research.
It should be understood that all the Buddhist
proverbs in this book constitute but a small portion of
teachings from the Pali Canon. Learners are supposed
to employ them as a preliminary basis for further
conducting in-depth research studies in the Buddha’s
Doctrine.
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Truth, indeed, is deathless speech.
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Truth is tastier than all other tastes.
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Translator’s Note

*

The literal meaning of the Thai title of this book 
  is immortal words, from the Sanskrit amçta immortal +
vacana word. However, amçta can also refer to the beverage of
immortality in Hindu mythology, and is often rendered in
English as nectar, which refers to the drink of the Greek and
Roman gods. In English, the word nectar has acquired an
extended meaning to denote any very delicious drink.
By virtue of the Buddha&s words, Truth, indeed, is
deathless speech, and Truth is tastier than all other tastes,
it is therefore justified to entitle the present selection of
Buddhist aphorisms)sayings that are truthful and hence
immortal as well as savory)The Nectar of Truth.
Due to the Venerable Phra Brahmagunabhorn&s health
problems, he did not have a chance to go over the entire
English translation as requested by the translator, who should
therefore be held solely responsible for any mistakes and
shortcomings in his English rendition.
Finally, thanks are due to Associate Professor
Dr. Wipah Chanawangsa for her suggestions which helped
improve the accuracy and readability of the English translation.
*

This note was written in English first and was later translated into
Thai for the sake of comparison between the two languages.
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Memorandum on Translation Copyrights

This statement is hereby made to serve henceforth as
guidelines [for prospective translators]. As all my books are
meant to be gifts of the Dhamma for the welfare and
happiness of the people, and are already royalty free, when
anyone on seeing their merits wishes, out of good intention,
to translate them for publication, whether from English into
Thai or from Thai into English or any other language, it is
deemed as helping with the promulgation of the Dhamma and
furtherance of the public good.
Those working on translation projects must, of
necessity, apply their knowledge and ability in their
undertakings by putting in no small amount of effort and time.
If their translation outputs are produced with attentiveness
and are credible or reliable, and since I do not accept any
royalties for my source texts, then the respective copyrights of
those translations are to be acknowledged as belonging to the
translators as proprietors of the translated texts. The
translators themselves are to be in charge of and responsible
for their own translations, and it is also at their own
discretion as they see fit to grant permission to any party
concerned to make any use of their translations, whether it be
publishing for free distribution as gifts of the Dhamma or
publishing for sale, in this country and abroad.

In this connection, what the translators are advised to
cooperate to do, as a gesture of courtesy, is to make things
clear so as to prevent the misunderstanding that I accept
remunerations or any other benefits. They are also requested
to notify me, as the original author, every time such a
publication takes place. If possible, approximately ten copies
of each published work should be given to me as evidence of
the publication and for record keeping purposes.
In addition, the translators might further show their
generosity by pledging to do any one or all of the following:
a) allow me, the original author, or Wat Nyanavesakavan to publish the translations for free distribution as
gifts of the Dhamma;
b) allow me to grant permission to any party
concerned to publish the translations exclusively in the case
of publishing for free distribution as gifts of the Dhamma;
c) allow me or Wat Nyanavesakavan to grant permission
to any party concerned to publish the translations exclusively
in the case of publishing for free distribution as gifts of the
Dhamma.
Phra Brahmagunabhorn (P. A. Payutto)

November 7, 2009
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